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1. Amos & Lyne families: Family History of Adam Amos of 'Glen Gala' and
William Lyne of 'Apsley'. A.G. Amos & P.B. Walker: Hobart, 1963. Limited
issue of 100 copies, this one out-of-series (unnumbered). 32pp, 3
illustrations. Blue cloth, gilt title on the upper board. A fine clean copy.
***From a manuscript written by Clarendon Amos around 1931, found
amongst his papers. #17211
$110.00
2. BAKER, Charles John,. Sydney and Melbourne; with remarks on the
present state and future prospects of New South Wales, and practical
advice to emigrants of various classes: to which is added a summary of the
route home by India, Egypt &c. Smith, Elder & Co.: London, 1845. 8vo, xii,
errata slip, 238pp (last colophon only), [2], 24pp publisher's catalogue (Dec.
1844); folding map as frontis. Original green cloth, decorated in blind;
extremities rubbed, short breaks in the cloth at the upper and lower joints.
There is a small dark (ink?) stain to the lower fore-edge of the front
endpapers and, fading, 14 leaves following and in two places on the edge of
the map sheet, well away from the image), and a round 5mm spot of foxing
on the title which has offset to the map and the next few leaves. Otherwise a
good clean copy, now in a new mylar wrapper. ***Ferguson 3977. Baker
emigrated to Melbourne in 1841 and his account of life in the colonial cities
and the bush, and of squatting life in the Western District of Australia Felix, is
lively and detailed. #35736
$750.00
3. BEETON:. Mrs. Beeton's Family Cookery. With nearly 3,000 practical
recipes, and sections on labour-saving, household work, servants' duties,
laundry work, marketing, renovations, carving and trussing, the art of
"using-up", table decorations, table napkins, meals and menus, beverages
etc etc. Ward, Lock & Co.: London, [c1936]. With 20 plates in colour and
nearly 300 illustrations. A 'thoroughly revised edition'. 896pp, well
illustrated, advertisements at front (the endpapers) and rear (16pp, and the
endpapers). Quarter-bound in blue cloth, the spine decorated in blind and
lettered in gilt, with the dustwrapper (extremities rubbed, trifling loss at
head and tail of spine, now in protective sleeve). A very good clean copy. Gift
inscription, dated 1949. #35669
$100.00
4. BLOOMFIELD, Lin. Norman Lindsay Oil Paintings 1889–1969. Odana
Editions: Bungendore NSW, 2006. De Luxe edition: #5 of 500 for sale
(another 50 reserved by the publisher), signed by Bloomfield and with a
mounted colour photograph of the NL oil 'The Vanities'. Large 4to. 308pp,
lavishly illustrated in colour and b&w. Full grey leather, lettered in gilt, with
matching slipcase. Tiny pale brown smudge at foot of limitation statement
page, otherwise a fine clean copy. #35635
$1,000.00
5. BLOOMFIELD, Lin. Norman Lindsay Watercolours 1897–1969. Odana
Editions: Bungendore NSW, 2003. De Luxe edition: #5 of 500 for sale
(another 50 reserved by the publisher), signed by Bloomfield and with a
mounted colour photograph of the NL watercolour 'The Presentation'. Large

4to. 312pp, lavishly illustrated in colour and b&w, notes and commentary on
NL's artworks and techniques. Full grey leather, lettered in gilt, with
matching slipcase. A fine clean copy. #35634
$1,750.00
6. BLOOMFIELD, Lin. The Complete Etchings of Norman Lindsay. Odana
Editions / Josef Lebovic Galleries: Sydney, 1998. De Luxe edition: #5 of 500
for sale (another 50 reserved by the publisher), signed by Bloomfield and a
grand-daughter of NL and with a hand-numbered (also #5) limited edition
facsimile print of Lindsay's etching 'The Artist'. Loosely inserted is a
Certificate of Authenticity (for the facsimile print) signed by Lin Bloomfield
and [Jane?] Lindsay, a covering letter from the publisher explaining why Jane
Lindsay has not signed the book as planned (illness; her daughter signed
instead), and a bookmark. Large 4to. 480pp, lavishly illustrated. Full
burgundy leather, lettered in gilt, with matching slipcase; decorated
endpapers, b&w plates throughout. A fine clean copy. #35633
$1,500.00
7. BONWICK, James. Daily Life and Origins of the Tasmanians. Sampson
Low, Son, & Marston: London, 1870. First edition. 8vo. x, 304pp, [2] (reviews
of Bonwick's works), 16pp publisher's adverts, chromolithographed frontis, 9
plates and other woodcut illustrations, two pages with musical scores,
folding map of Tasmania. Original maroon cloth, gilt-stamped illustrations on
spine ('Queensland Native') and the upper board ('Lalla Rookh', i.e.
Truganini), blind rule borders. The spine a little faded and the head and tail a
little rubbed. Top edges uncut. Contemporary bookplate on front pastedown, lightly pencilled name on verso of front free endpaper. The title-page
a little foxed (or with offsetting from the frontis), otherwise the text pages
crisp and clean. A very good copy. ***Ferguson 7233. #20170
$650.00
8. BRANCH-JOHNSON. W. The English Prison Hulks. Phillimore: London,
1957. With a foreword by Hugh J. Klare (Secretary, Howard League for Prison
Reform). First edition. 206pp, illustrated. Cloth-textured papered boards
with dustwrapper. A very good clean copy. ***For around 80 years after the
rebellion in the American colonies interrupted the transportation of convicted
felons, the 'temporary expedient' of using the prisoners to perform hard
labour at home gave rise to the prison hulk, a cheap answer to their
accommodation needs. #35783
$50.00
9. BRYCE, David J . Pubs in Hobart from 1807. Davidia Publishing: Hobart,
1997. 4to. [viii], 184, xii (alphabetical index), xxvi (index by address), [6] pp.
Soft covers. A very good clean copy. ***300 copies issued. #8708
$135.00
10. CHECKLAND, S.G. The Mines of Tharsis : Roman, French and British
enterprise in Spain. George Allen & Unwin: London, 1967. (University of
Glasgow Social and Economic Studies, 10.) 8vo. 288pp, 8 b&w plates, 10
maps, 3 diagrams. Cloth with dustwrapper. A very good clean copy.
#35784
$50.00

11. Cricket: Southern Tasmanian Cricket Association. Season 1881–82 to
Season 1889–90, fifteenth to twenty-fourth Annual Circulars. Printed at the
'Mercury' Steam Press Office: Hobart, 1881-1890. Ten annual circulars
(reports), bound in a single volume; half leather and plum cloth, lettered in
gilt on the spine, with 'Vol. 2' indicating this may have been a copy bound for
the Association. All edges sprinkled red, the top ones a little dusty. Patterned
endpapers, with binder's label of Davies Bros (owners of The Mercury) on
the rear paste-down. Each circular/report has a vignette title-page (bar 1881,
the same illustration). The titles are in the form 'Southern Tasmanian Cricket
Association. Season 1881-82, Fifteenth Annual Circular' up to 1887-88 when
'Report of the Season presented at Annual Meeting...' is added. Pagination
(and publication dates as shown on title-page) are: 15th:1881–82 (1881),
72pp / 16th:1882–3 (1882), 68pp / 17th:1883–4 (1883), 76pp (last blank) /
18th:1884–5 (1884), 88pp / 19th:[1885–6]* (1885), 98pp (last blank) /
20th:[1886–7]* (1886), 70pp / 21st:1887–8 (1887), 56pp / 22nd:1887–8*
(1888), 72pp / 23rd:1888–9 (1889), 86pp (last blank) / 24th:1889–90 (1890),
68pp. Note that there was some confusion as to the seasons as shown on
the titles (and marked here with an asterisk). The 19th report reuses 1884–5
and the 20th is given as 1885–6; both of these have been corrected in pencil
by an earlier owner, and the publication dates are as they should be. The
21st and 22nd seasons both use 1887–8, with the 22nd adding the dates of
the annual meeting to the title. ***This volume bears the signature, twice, of
C.J. Eady on the front endpapers. Hobart-born Charles John Eady (1870–
1945) was the first Australian to make a century in each innings of a first
class match - 116 and 112no for Tasmania against Victoria in 1895 - and he
toured England with G.H.S. Trott's Australian team in 1896. Also a fine
Australian Rules footballer, he was prominent in Tasmanian sporting circles
as an all-round athlete and, later, administrator of several sports. His day job
was the law, and he was the Member of the Legislative Council for Hobart
1925–45. #35702
$925.00
12. EARDLEY WILMOT, Sir Eardley (signed by). Town Allotment purchase
document, to Joseph Speed, for an acre and 14 perches in Kempton ... on
the corner of Elizabeth and Louisa streets. 1846. Town Allotment purchase
document on vellum (390x600mm), folded, with diagram of the block of
land, and seal. To JOSEPH SPEED, for a block of one acre and 14 perches in
Kempton, on the corner of Elizabeth and Louisa Streets, adjoining land
belonging to George Otter (to the NE) and John Olive (to the SE). Annual quit
rent £1.5s. Signed by the Lt. Governor, Sir John Eardley Eardley-Wilmot and
by J.E. Bicheno, Colonial Secretary, dated 2 October 1846 (Vic 10). A filing
notation on the verso records that the purchase was registered with the
Supreme Court of Van Diemen's Land on 13 October 1846. Book 21 page 50,
no 4419. In very good clean condition. #35575
$285.00
13. GIFFORD, William, et al (eds). The Anti-Jacobin, or Weekly Examiner. In
two volumes. J. Wright: London, 1799. Fourth edition, revised and corrected.
Two volumes. [iv], 642, [iv], 644, [xii] (index)pp. Full green pebbled cloth,
spine title labels, edges lightly sprinkled red. A couple of the poems have
pencilled annotations, and one has an additional snippet of verse clipped to
the page with rather old (and old-style) paper clips. Gift inscription dated
1850 on each of the blank leaves preceding the titles; two owners' names on
the front endpapers. ***The short-lived but influential Anti-Jacobin ran from
20 November 1797 to 9 July 1798 (all issues are present here). Founded by
the Tory politician George Canning, it championed the opposition to the
ideals of the French Revolution. #35677
$250.00
14. Historical Records of Australia [III/7]. Resumed Series III. Despatches
and Papers Relating to the History of Tasmania. Vol. VII. Tasmania, January
– December 1828 Edited by Peter Chapman. AGPS / Commonwealth
Parliamentary Library: Canberra, 1997. lxxxvi (Preface, Introduction, Precis of
Despatches and Letters), 930pp (687pp documents, 691-860 commentary,
863-76 appendices, plus index). Blue cloth-textured papered boards, spine
gilt. A fine clean copy. ***This volume is out of print due to the publisher
(AGPS), at the time of its demise, sending all the remaining stocks to be
pulped - instead of despatching them to us, as arranged - consequently only
about 220 copies exist. #4691
$385.00
15. Hobart and Suburbs. Aerial Survey Maps. Yellow Cabs issue.
Department of Lands and Surveys: Hobart, [1948]. Published by authority,
the Hon. Eric Reece, Minister for Lands and Works. 360x280mm. 46pp (26
coloured maps, one a double-page city map with folding sections), with
Street, General and Map gazetteers. Stapled in stiff card wrappers, illustrated in colour (a bright yellow cab) with ribbon tie at top corner, and an

extra 2pp advertising front and back. The decorative cover is quite rubbed;
the ribbon tie a little worn but intact. Clean inside. A good copy. ***The first
issue of Hobart's street atlas, presentation issue with the compliments of
Yellow Cabs, to mark its 25th anniversary. '24 hours a day, 7 days a week for
25 years... the doors of Yellow Cabs have never been closed... Anywhere - at
any time - a Yellow Cab can reach you in minutes!'. The first page describes
the newly installed 'most modern two-way telephone equipment' and boasts
of the company's reputation 'for courtesy and care. In this fast-moving age
courtesy in many spheres has become a thing of the past, yet nothing makes
the modern world function so smoothly'. #35637
$110.00
16. HORE, L.F.S. Digest of Cases Decided in Tasmania, 1856–1896. Southern
Law Society of Tasmania: Hobart, 1897. 8vo. [viii] (Title, preface & index),
[66]pp (printed in two columns, numbered 1-130). Original cloth-backed
papered boards, staple-bound and cut flush; both paper and cloth with some
silverfishing, the spine chipped at head and tail, a 2cm hole in the cloth at
the top staple. The first and last pages (title at front blank at rear); the inside
of the upper board has a green felt-pen square at the top corner (obscuring
something presumably), otherwise internally clean. #35643
$110.00
17. Map: Tourist Map of Tasmania showing roads suitable for motoring and
cycling... J. Walch & Sons: Hobart, [1940s]. Large folding coloured map
(720x600mm), mounted in a folder (180x100mm), covered in green cloth,
with title plate and an advertisement laid to the front and rear, and a 16pp
(plus wrappers) stapled booklet mounted on the inside front cover (includes
a 2pp Table of Road Distances, the rest being advertisements). A few small
ink spots on the front cover, otherwise a very good+ clean copy. ***The map
is drawn by M.M. Roche and produced by H.H. Pimblett, Government Printer
[1938-51]. Cradle Mt – Lake St Clair is shown as a 'scenic reserve', which it
was until 1947. #35726
$195.00
18. McARTHUR, Milford. Prominent Tasmanians. G.J. Boyle & Co.: Hobart,
1924. Small 4to. 88pp, illustrated. Half morocco and ribbed cloth, title and
publisher's name gilt-stamped on upper board, patterned endpapers (a
couple of short slight breaks in the paper along the rear hinge). The spine is
sunned and the corners a little rubbed. A very good clean copy.
***'Presented to the public as a record of contemporary history affecting the
State at the close of the year 1924'. This copy has the bookplate of Harry H.
Cummins, Hobart, on front paste-down. Cummins was an accountant/auditor
and the secretary of Hobart Chamber of Commerce (his entry with
photograph is on p51). #7023
$285.00
19. McAULEY, James. Time Given : poems 1970–1976. Officina Brindabella
[Brindabella Press]: Canberra, 1976. #19 of 230 copies, signed by the
printer/publisher Alec Bolton. Tall 8vo. 44pp. Black cloth with mylar
dustwrapper. A nice clean copy in fine condition. Loosely inserted is the
small card from McAuley's funeral (he died 15 October 1976), with an
inscription on its rear from the poet's wife, presenting the book to a fellow
UTas academic. *** 'Published after our old friend's death... Many copies
were bought by his friends, and few have come onto the market - this is one
of the hardest Brindabella books for collectors to find' (Alec Bolton, in
Michael Richards: A Licence to Print, p23). Apparently 40 of the 230 were
destroyed while printing (publisher's annotation on copy sold at Australian
Book Auctions in 2007). #14159
$575.00
20. MEREDITH, Louisa Anne. Loved and Lost! The True Story of a Short Life.
Told in gossip verse and illustrated by… Day & Son: London, [1860]. Day &
Son, London / George Robertson, Melbourne and Sydney/ W.C. Rigby,
Adelaide. Walch & Sons, Hobart and Launceston, [1869]. 96pp, 14 plates and
decorated title and dedication pages, other text illustrations. Original green
cloth, gilt- and blind-stamped with author's design, bevelled edges,
extremities very slightly rubbed. All edges gilt. The book has been neatly
recased (as often, if not usually, required), retaining the original endpapers,
with some evidence of the repair along each hinge. There is a slight damp
stain at the lower fore-corners of the front endpapers and (reducing in
impact) those of the four leaves which follow (blank, pictorial title, title and
dedication), and the same at the rear of the book. A little pale foxing on early
pages, otherwise clean. A good to very good copy of a scarce item.
Inscription on the front endpaper: 'Louise Garrett from her Tasmanian
cousins Dec. 31st 1878'. ***The story of a pet parakeet, written for the
author's son Owen, and based on the finding of a wounded bird in the bush
and its consequent life and death in the Meredith household. See Muir 49712, Morris Miller/Macartney, p334. #5249
$1,650.00

21. MILLER, E. Morris. Australian Literature : a bibliography from its
beginnings to 1935 [with] Pressmen and Governors : Australian editors and
writers in early Tasmania. Sydney University Press: Sydney, 1973. Facsimile
edition (first published 1940 & 1952). 1074pp (across two volumes) & 308pp.
Green synthetic cloth, spines lettered in silver. A very good clean set.
***Miller's two major works re-published in facsimile as a three-volume set.
'A descriptive and bibliographic survey of books by Australian authors in
poetry, drama, fiction, criticism and anthology, with subsidiary entries to
1938' and 'A contribution to the history of the Australian press and literature
with notes biographical and bibliographical'. #35512
$125.00
22. MITCHELL, K.A. [Katherine Augusta] A Tasmanian Farm, and other
things. Arthur H. Stockwell: London, [1932]. Small 8vo. 68pp. Original blue
cloth; a few light marks on the upper board, spine rubbed at head and tail. A
good clean copy. *** 'It was in the year 1890 that Himself and I took up our
abode in the midlands of Tasmania...'. A novella – memories of a small
farming community. #35522
$55.00
23. Motoring: The Tasmanian Motorists' Comprehensive Road Guide 1920 :
for the whole island of Tasmania, with sectional maps. Published by the
Tasmanian Government Tourist Department. John Vail, Government Printer:
Hobart, 1920. 8vo. 92pp (last two blank); 4 folding regional maps (SE, N, NW
& NE), 18 route maps (10 folding), numerous advertisements (for Goodyear
tyres on verso of most maps), tables of distances and altitudes. Staple-bound
with wrappers drawn on; slight crease to lower corner of front wrapper, and
old inked price at top corner partly erased. The first leaf has pulled away
from the staples but is still solidly in the binding, the lower corners of the
first few leaves a little curled. The folding maps are mostly in nice clean
condition, although a few have slight misfolds. Internally clean and in good
order. A good+ complete copy. ***First issued in 1916; probably the only
previous issue, although copies with a later date overprinted on the titlepage can be found. The publication was 'intended to be a standard work
[with] arrangements... made to keep the information up-to-date from year to
year', but is a shorter work than its predecessor, although it presents the
same information (updated). #35730
$250.00
24. NICHOLLS, Frank. Assam Shikari : a tea planter's story of hunting and
high adventure in the jungles of North East India. Tonson: Auckland, NZ,
1970. First edition. 126pp, well illustrated with b&w photographs, full-page
sketch map of the Bishnath district. Cloth-textured papered boards with
dustwrapper (spine faded). Top front corner a little bumped, extremities
slightly rubbed. A very good clean copy. Author's presentation inscription,
the recipient's small name label. #35657
$85.00
25. PENNY, J. Compton. Tasmanian Forestry : timber products and
sawmilling industry. A description of timber trees indigenous to Tasmania,
their commercial value and process of manufacture, with methods adopted
by the government to foster the industry. By the Chief Forest Officer, under
the superintendence of E.A. Counsel, Surveyor-General and Secretary for
Lands. Dept. of Lands and Surveys: Hobart, 1905. First edition. Tall 8vo. vi, [ii]
(blank), double-page 'frontis' (Pioneer Sawmillers of Tasmania), 70pp (last
blank); 15 plates, folding table, large folding coloured map. Brown cloth over
bevelled boards, pictorial illustration laid onto the upper board. The rather
friable cloth is chipped at the head and tail of spine, and a little along the
edges of the boards; the cover image has surface rubbing that obscures the
detail of the image (a bullock team towing logs in the forest). The map has a
few clean tears closed neatly with archival tape. Light offsetting on the
endpapers. A good+ clean copy of a scarce item. #35595
$225.00
26. PERCY, Thomas. Bishop Percy's Folio Manuscript. Ballads and
Romances: Volumes I–III & Loose and Humorous Songs. Edited by John W.
Hales & Frederick J. Furnivall. Trubner & Co.: London, 1867–68. Four
volumes. 8vo. Vol I: lxxiv (Forewords, Life of Bishop Percy, notes), [ii], 12 (list
of subscribers), [ii], 536pp; folding facsimile. Vol II: lxxii, 610pp. Vol III: xliv,
596pp. [Vol IV] Loose & Humorous Songs: viii, 128pp. Contemporary brown
half leather and cloth, gilt rules and spine lettering, marbled endpapers, top
edges gilt, the others uncut; extremities slightly rubbed. Each front pastedown has two bookplates (of successive owners), with another owner's
name writ small on a preliminary blank in each volume. A little pale foxing to
early pages, otherwise a very good clean set. #35686
$800.00

27. PINCHIN, K.J. The Blues Story. Launceston Football Club : 100 years of
competitive football 1877-1977. Launceston FC: Tasmania, 1977. 4to.
160pp, well illustrated. Soft covers. A very good clean copy. #35622 $110.00
28. ROBINSON, Richard H. A Century of Farm Tractors 1904–2004. Country
Life (NZ): Rotorua, 2004. 4to. 304pp, well illustrated, mostly colour
photographs. Pictorial papered boards. A fine clean copy. #35659
$95.00
29. (Ross’s) Van Diemen's Land Annual and Hobart-Town Almanack for the
year 1834. James Ross: Hobart Town, 1834. Small 8vo. [xx] (Calendar),
134pp, vignette title. Later (but 19thC?) full tan leather, spine title label; new
endpapers. The covers have a little spotting and are a trifle rubbed. The
lower corners of the first two and final leaves have very slight loss, and there
is a short clean break in the title-page just under the year in the title. The
front endpapers have the bookplates of Karl von Stieglitz and Bernard Gore
Brett; the rear endpapers have a hand-written (pencil, bar one line) index, of
the sort we have seen in other books owned by KvS. The verso of the
vignette frontis has one name in pencil (1855) and another in ink (1922).
There are short pencilled lines in the margins of many pages, and some
names underlined - again the work of KvS one assumes - and he has made
extensive comments (again, in pencil) on the editor's Apology page. On the
verso of that page is an albumen paper print of one of Bishop F.R. Nixon's
1858 images of a group of Tasmanian Aborigines, with three dogs, at Oyster
Cove (although a pencilled note underneath says Flinders Island).
***Ferguson 1800. The vignette title-page, decorated with white cockatoos,
bears the title 'The Hobart Town Almanack for the year MDCCCXXXIV'. This
issue (the sixth of Ross's almanacs) did not appear until at least May of that
year due to the publisher’s ‘indisposition’. It was much slimmer than its
predecessors and has no illustrations other than the vignette title. Ross's
'Apology' for this circumstance, and for any consequent errors in the text,
follows the second title; in this he also indicates there were it not for 'the
desire so frequently expressed by his kind friends, the Public, for [its]
appearance' he would probably not have gone ahead with its publication.
There are three articles: ‘Van Diemen’s Land, as it is in 1834 including a
retrospective of the progress of events in the Colony during the past years’,
by Dr Ross himself; Hobart Town solicitor Hugh Ross’s ‘Excursion to Circular
Head’ in April 1834; and James Backhouse’s ‘Some Remarks on the Roots and
other Indigenous Esculents of Van Diemen’s Land’, which was the earliest
scientific article published in the colony (a pencilled note says 'Ronald Gunn'
but see Wilson, Collecting Old Tasmanian Books, p50). #35700
$1,100.00
30. ROSS, James (ed). The Van Diemen's Land Anniversary and Hobart-Town
Almanack for the year 1831. With Embellishments. James Ross: Hobart
Town, [1831]. 24mo. xii, xxxii [Calendar], 296pp, 2 vignette titles, 4
maps/charts (one coloured, two folding); 2 signal plates (one coloured), 6
other plates (one folding); several small vignettes in text. Collates complete;
the plates are: Chart of Sullivan's Cove (folding frontis); New Church and
King's Male and Female Orphan Schools, Newtown (folding); vignette title;
Calendar vignette title; Outline of the Settled Parts of Van Diemen's Land
(coloured map); Outline of Streets of Hobart Town; Boa Vista; Telegraphic
Signals at Mount Nelson; Signals made at Mulgrave Battery (coloured); VDL
Co's Emu Bay establishment from N.; The Mewstone; Settlement of
Macquarie Harbour; Map of Sarah Island (folding); The Gates, Macquarie
Harbour. Full dark green morocco (not contemporary but late 19thC?), gilt
rules, raised bands and gilt title on spine, the joints rubbed. The folding
frontis map has been laid down on linen, at the time of rebinding probably; it
has slight loss along the outer edge without any loss of detail and two
contemporary marginal annotations (one in ink, one in pencil) to accompany
an addition to the map (the entrance to the Barracks) and a line through a
proposed but not constructed battery. There are a few contemporary
pencilled marginal annotations to text pages. The page-edges are agetanned, as is the final page, but apart from a few slight patches of foxing the
text pages and plates clean. The title-page bears an inscription 'Mr Lewis
Grant from his son Lewis 1831'. ***Ferguson 1492; not mentioning the
coloured map of VDL and the plate 'Settlement of Macquarie Harbour',
although these are noted in the Addenda volume. #35697
$1,875.00

31. SLOANE, Tony. The Truth about Trout Flies : tying the basic collection.
Tas-Trout Publications: Hobart, 1986. First edition. 56pp, 11 colour
illustrations on inside of covers, text illustrations. Stapled in pictorial stiff
wrappers, as issued. A very good clean copy. Loosely inserted is a handwritten compilation of 23 trout flies with tying instructions (similar sized
paper to the Sloane booklet, with cover page, stapled top corner; compiler
not identified). ***Well-regarded and hard to find. #8615
$135.00
32. Sorell: Dora Sorell – photograph. H.H. Baily, photographer: Hobart,
1880. Carte-de-visite, sepia-toned photograph, verso printed with the
photographer's details and with the subject's name, dated 1880, in
manuscript. In very good+ clean condition. ***Dora Forbes Sorell (nee
Coverdale, 1839-1932) was born on at sea aboard the ship Catherine Forbes.
Her father Dr John Coverdale (born in India 1814) was a medical practitioner
at Richmond in Tasmania (VDL), the medical superintendent at Cascades and
the Orphan School at New Town and the last commandant and medical
officer at Port Arthur. In 1860 Dora married Hugh Percy Sorell (1831–1909), a
surveyor; the son of William Sorell, Registrar of VDL, and grandson of Lt-Gov
William Sorell. The couple lived in Richmond, Hobart and Deloraine. Dora was
the first president of the Women's National Association, first president of the
Women's Political Club, vice-president of the Women's Health Association,
vice-president of the Lyceum Club, vice-president of the National Council of
Women of Tasmania and a member of the committee of the Victoria League.
#35699
$45.00
33. Thomas, Henry: Guide to Excursionists between Australia and
Tasmania. H. Thomas: Melbourne, 1885. Small 8vo. 1–6, 1–2, 7–12 (all
adverts); xii, 1–48, [ii], 49–156pp; 72pp adverts. Printed wrappers, a little
chipped around the edges. The preliminary adverts printed on coloured
paper. Spotting to the edges and last few pages, otherwise clean. A good
copy. ***Ferguson lists eleven of these guides issued by Thomas between
1869 and 1886. The Ferguson collation for this issue (17009) differs very
slightly to what is found here, but only with regard to the advertisement
pages. #35725
$625.00
34. Tourism: Tasmania (Australia) / Tasmania for Tourists [cover & drop
titles]. Tasmanian Government Tourist Bureau: Hobart, [1934]. Oblong 8vo.
40pp (4pp text and 36 full-page sepia-toned photographs). Stapled in
pictorial wrappers, with map on the back cover. Ink stamp of the Tasmanian
Government Tourist Bureau on the front cover. A very good clean copy.
***Photographs by many well-known Tasmanian photographers: Beattie,
Spurling, Emmett, Smithies, Thomas, Breaden, Winter, Sheppard et al. Scenes
of towns and natural attractions from all around the island (and King &
Flinders islands). Less common scenes include the government guest house at
Interlaken, Mount Misery at Port Davey, Frenchman's Cap from the [sodden]
Lodden Plains, the multiple-arch dam at Great Lake, and a Midlands scene
featuring a flock of sheep and the now extinct Main Line Railway passenger
train. The map is of southern Victoria, Bass Strait and Tasmania, with railway
lines and scenic reserves marked on the latter. #35727
$85.00
35. TUCKEY, Lieut. James. Memoir of a Chart of Port Phillip surveyed in
October 1803. Edited with an introduction and commentary by John Currey.
The Colony Press: Melbourne, 1987. #71 of 225 numbered copies. Small 8vo.
130pp, 4 illustrations, 2 folding charts at rear, publisher's note re map
folding loosely inserted. Quarter leather and marbled boards, deckled edges.
The paper on the upper board seems to be slightly faded, otherwise a fine
clean copy. #5326
$175.00
36. ‘Van Dieman's Land’ : extract from The Mirror, or Literature,
Amusement and Instruction, No. XIII, Saturday, January 25, 1823. London,
1823. The article occupies pp193–5, with illustration, of a 16pp section (193–
208) of this periodical; a complete issue but disbound from a large volume.
The b&w engraving at the head of the article is taken from G.W. Evans' wellknown view of Hobart Town (his book was published in the previous year). In
fine clean condition. ***The article discusses the development of the colony,
giving much attention to the Aborigines and the late bushranging menace,
Michael Howe in particular. #35732
$75.00
37. Walch's Tasmanian Almanac and Guide to Tasmania for 1867... Fifth
year of publication. J. Walch & Sons: Hobart, 1867. Not in Ferguson (but see
Ferg 18046 for the preliminary issue of 1862). Small 8vo. xx, [1-25], 26-212,
[4], 74pp (advertisements, pagination extends to the free endpaper; folding

coloured advert for Levy Bros between pp 48&49). Original red cloth with
title in gilt on the upper; the boards moderately faded, the spine more so.
Endpapers printed with the publisher's advertisements, the top corners of
the front endpapers a little silverfished. Death notice (newspaper clipping)
for Alfred Bradby Douglas of Launceston, laid onto rear pate-down. Edges
sprinkled red, the top ones dulled a little. A very good copy. #26499 $350.00
38. WEDDERBURN, Robert (attrib). The Complaynt of Scotland, written in
1548, with a preliminary dissertation and glossary. Edited by Dr John
Leyden. Printed for Archibald Constable and sold by T. Cadell jr and W.
Davies: Edinburgh, 1801. Large paper copy; a bookseller's notation adds '50
copies'. 4to. 292 (dissertation); 384pp [bound with] Critiques by Mr David
Herd and others upon the new edition of The Complaynt of Scotland, with
observations in answer by the editor, the late Dr John Leyden. 20pp.
(Edinburgh, 1829). Contemporary full calf, decorated in gilt, raised bands;
extremities rubbed. All edges gilt, marbled endpapers; bookplate of Charles
W.G. Howard (the gift of the Rt Hon. Sir David Dundas, 1877), and a later
owner's name. Some age-tanning of pages, but a very good clean copy.
***The book was part of the war of words between Scotland and England in
the 16th century, when Henry VIII of England sought Mary, Queen of Scots as
a wife for his son Edward, implicit in which was the notion of uniting the two
countries, with England dominant. Also ascribed to James Inglis or David
Lyndsay, but the Scottish Text Society and the National Library of Scotland
support the Wedderburn attribution. #35688
$750.00
39. WEST, Rev. John (autograph of). Indenture document : Assignment of
land in the suburbs of Launceston, Mr F. Palmer to the Revd. John West. 29
Dec 1843. Large parchment document in manuscript, folded. Signed by the
Reverend John West, Frederick Palmer and William Cozens, with three seals
to the signatures. In very good clean condition. *** The land in question,
fronting Lord Street and on the corner of Frankland Street, was originally
allocated to Simeon Lord, but had most recently been in the possession of
William Cozens, a chemist. Cozens had been declared bankrupt and his assets
were placed under the control of Frederick Palmer, who had this block of land
put to auction. The Reverend John West, then minister of the Independent
(Congregational) Chapel in St John's Square, Launceston, was the purchaser,
for 21 pounds. West needs little introduction; he was a leading antitransportationist, co-founder of The Launceston Examiner, wrote a
magisterial history of the colony of Tasmania (Van Diemen's Land) and had a
distinguished career as a newspaper editor in Sydney. #35641
$285.00
40. YOUNG, D.M. The Colonial Office in the early nineteenth century.
Longmans, for The Royal Commonwealth Society: London, 1961. (The Royal
Commonwealth Society: Imperial Studies, new series, no XXII.) 8vo. x, 310pp.
Cloth with dustwrapper (light spotting, wear along the edges, now in
protective sleeve). A very good clean copy. #35792
$35.00

Prices are net in Australian Dollars, and include GST. Postage and packing,
insurance and bank charges are extra. Payment can be made by direct bank
deposit – BSB: 017010 a/c: 349892822 – Mastercard, Visa or Amex; Paypal,
or AUD money orders. Previous customers and institutions are welcome to
pay by cheque, with payment due on receipt of books. Pre-payment is
requested from new customers. All items are understood to be supplied on
approval, but please return the book/s promptly and well packed.

WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING TO BUY GOOD QUALITY BOOKS.

Local orders – once confirmed – can be collected from The Antique
Warehouse, 64 Warwick St, Hobart (Mon–Sat, 10–5; Sunday 12–4).

BUT please note that from early March 2019 The Antiques
Warehouse – and Astrolabe Books with it – will be
relocating to 276A Argyle Street, North Hobart.

MEMBER OF THE AUSTRALIAN & NZ ASSOCIATION OF ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS

